Capillary electrophoretic approach to screen for enzyme inhibitors in natural extracts.
This paper demonstrates development of electrophoretically mediated micro analysis (EMMA), for screening protein tyrosine phosphatase (PTP) inhibitors in natural extracts. It is demonstrated that capillary electrophoresis (CE) separation of the substrate and the product allows for using the assay in an on-column format to monitor the reaction without typically used fluorogenic substrates. Michaelis-Menten kinetics parameters calculated based on the EMMA results (Km = 1.2-1.5 microM) were in a good agreement (Km = 1.0-1.5 microM) obtained using an off-line CE functional assay (CE FA). EMMA of PTP titrated with different concentrations of ligand demonstrated the peak-shift phenomenon normally seen in affinity capillary electrophoresis. This feature of EMMA gives an indication of the binding affinity of the ligand in addition to its functional activity, providing another dimension in characterization of the protein-inhibitor interaction. It was demonstrated that simultaneous screening of the primary PTP target and a secondary, counter target (PTP-C) using the EMMA format can be used to prioritize hits based on their specificity.